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This e-book was written for life style changers and home growers, those people who just like growing things,
those looking for an alternative life style, those looking for a mission in life and those through no fault of their
own find themselves facing a new set of life challenges. It shows how to build a viable business while
improving the health of the community

What is the Gbiota club
The Gbiota club is simply a group who understand that our
guts play a critical role in our health. Our guts are part of the
intelligent control system which;
- decides how much and what food we want to eat,
- decides how much and where we store fat
- is home to the bulk of our immune system and our ability to
fight infections.
We recognise that the work of dedicated health researchers and practitioners has led to a
remarkable increase in average life span but we also see that our health span, the length
of time we remain fit, active and healthy has steadily reduced with diabetes, obesity, heart
attacks and dementia becoming rampant. It is not just the old, even our children are
become fat and less healthy.
The root cause is the modern food we eat - high in sugars
and fats but lacking the essential phytonutrients and trace
minerals essential for our health resulting in poor gut health.
We want to increase our health span by incorporating into
our diet food which will feed our gut’s biology - our Gbiota.
We encourage home gardeners to grow their own Gbiota food but we need commercial
growers, even if small local growers to grow Gbiota food for sale, we need them as a
critical part of the Gbiota club to provide available and affordable Gbiota food.
But we understand that a root cause of the reduction in our
health span is the economic philosophy which puts growth
and profits ahead of social benefit. We live in the digital age
with an incredible rate of innovation. We welcome this but
the benefits of innovation should flow onto the community as
a whole and not for the benefit of a few.
We have no respect for this competitive and profit focused philosophy with its deception
and manipulative and dishonest promotion. We want our grower members to receive a fair
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return for their efforts and protect our planet by recycling food and organic waste for a
sustainable planet.
We ask you to consider joining the Gbiota club, we don’t ask for any money to join the club
but we do ask you to promote the benefits of Gbiota food and growing food in a
sustainable way and the benefits of being part of a cooperative society. The more people
who want to buy Gbiota food the more farmers will be willing to grow Gbiota food and the
more available and affordable it will become.

Why we need to eat gut food
Our guts do much more than help us digest our food. Our
guts are part of the system which acts as an intelligent
control system regulating our appetite, what and how much
we eat and where and how much is stored as fat in our
bodies. They are home to 70% of our immune system. 90%
of people who die from the Covid virus have been eating a
diet lacking essential nutrients.
A healthy gut is critical to our health and increasing our health span. Life span is how
long we live, health span is how long we remain fit, active and healthy
If we eat the right sort of food we have a healthy gut and can expect a long healthy life, if
we eat the wrong sort of food our guts sense the lack of essential nutrients creating food
cravings which lead to the chronic diseases of diabetes, obesity, heart attacks and
dementia.
Our gut biology is an integral part of this intelligent control system which uses electrical
signal and a spectrum of hormones such as leptin, ghrelin, insulin, cortisol and many more
We need to incorporate into our diet gut food, Gbiota food, full of the food our guts thrive
on - fibre, essential minerals and phytonutrients particularly what our bugs like even more
than ice cream - fibre. These come from the soil so we need a nutrient rich biologically
active soil.
Its primary input is waste organic material which is recycled reducing climate change and
regenerating our soils.
If you want proof just study the blue zone where people not only live to a ripe old age but
are fit and healthy - the health span.

The Gbiota club
The Gbiota club was originally formed to develop the technology of growing Gbiota food.
We now know how to do this, the technology is solid, and there are many home growers
using this technology but that is only a fraction of the people that need to be incorporating
Gbiota food into their diet.
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We now want to make this gut food readily available at an affordable price to everyone
wanting to increase their health span. We want to create a system of ethical businesses to
make gut food readily available.
The Gbiota club is simply an informal group of people who want to change the way
we grow and manage our food so it increases our health span, recycles the
mountains of waste food and we want to do this in a cooperative way with assurance
of quality.
The primary input is waste organic material which is recycled reducing climate change and
regenerating our soils.
We have the technology of growing gut food, now the aim is to work out how to make
this readily available at an affordable price and here the club faces the problems of
adoption that every innovation faces.

Our guiding principles
If our grand kids are going to have a life we need to resolve three critical issues.

Gut health
Until recently life span has been steadily increasing with expected life rising from under
fifty to over eighty years, largely due to advances in medical science. However health
span has been steadily declining with an epidemic of chronic disease, diabetes, obesity,
heart attacks and dementia occurring at steadily lower age levels, largely due to changes
in diet.
The cause is poor gut health, the solution is to feed our guts the food that will make them
healthy.

Sustainability
Current demands on the planet are totally unsustainable, we are wasting some 40% of
the food actually grown while simultaneously destroying the soil on which life depends,
this is totally unsustainable.

Creating a new industry
The basics about gut biology
Our bodies are not just a collection of organs, they are a totally integrated system which
has intelligence and is self managing, regulating all our body functions, our heart and
breathing rate and particularly our appetite. It does more than sense if we are hungry and
need to eat or if we are full and need to stop eating, it is there to protect us and if it senses
if we are lacking specific essential nutrients it will send out food craving signals until it
checks that all is well, even if this means eating more and possibly storing more of the
food as fat with adverse health consequences.
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Our gut biology is an integral part of this intelligent control system which uses electrical
signal and a spectrum of hormones such as leptin, ghrelin, insulin, cortisol and many
more.
But our gut biology (or Gbiota) is not strictly part of us but is
made from trillion of separate cells of thousands of different
species. These bugs have a short life span and are
continuously feeding and breeding. The type of food
available will determine which are the the most successful
species and out compete the others. It is a Darwinian world
down there.

Evolution and our modern diet
We have evolved to eat a diet rich in minerals, phytonutrients and fibre but low in sugars
and fats. Our modern diet has changed to one high in sugars and fats and our gut biology
has switched to sugar and fat loving bugs which in turn send out craving for us to eat more
sugars and fats. The results have not been good, leading to a range of chronic diseases
like diabetes, obesity, heart attacks and dementia.
Our guts are also the home to the bulk of our immune system, this has been starkly
shown with the Covid virus where 90% of the people who actually die have been eating a
sugary, fatty mineral deficient diet.
But devastating as the number of people that die from the
virus this is dwarfed by the number of people who suffer
from chronic diseases which is measured in many hundreds
of millions of people and will continue to grow long after
Covid is in the history books. (The deaths from the virus has
just passed the million mark, there are over 400 million
diabetics and a far great number of overweight people with approaching health hazards,
this is a monster global issue).
Our bodies need sugars and fats, they are essential for energy and are not intrinsically bad
but it is obvious that we need to incorporate into our diet some food which is beneficial for
out gut biology.
Modern agriculture is also destroying our soils at an alarming rate.

Economic challengers of the innovator
Growers
It is just a reality that growing Gbiota food is more expensive
than modern industrial chemical farming. Large scale
farmers, typically supplying the supermarkets, are unlikely to
adopt a new and more expensive system without an
established market.
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The early adopting growers are likely to be the smaller farmers probably professional
people with a good understand of the importance of food on health who see the
opportunity in setting up a local micro farm. But these still need a market.
They can sell directly to the home, technically this is viable using e-commerce but that still
needs a food educated consumer base.

The transport issue
Transport is a further issue to be resolved, it is simply not
economic to deliver food directly from an individual farm to
an individual consumer. A transport system needs to be
developed which can pick up multiple orders from a local
cluster of farms and delivery to a cluster of homes.

Cafes and food hubs
An alternative, or complementary, approach is cafes and
food hubs. Cafes generally already have established a
customer base who are readily accessible to food education
and may well have established contacts with local growers.

Try it and see - does it work
One of the golden rules of innovation is that potential customers need to be able to test
new ideas within their threshold of risk. Cafe owners can prepare Gbiota food, smoothies,
wraps, pancakes etc for people to try at minimal cost. Fortunately it only takes a few
weeks for people to see for themselves how the food craving just go away.

Economics of scale
There is also a logistic issue. Growers tend to specialise in a limited range of plants and
one grower can grow enough Gbiota plants to service multiple cafes.
For this to work it means setting a system of multiple growers and multiple cafes and food
hubs within a defined geographic location.
This really means bringing together a local group of growers, cafe and hub owners and
consumers who see the mutual benefits.

The self destructing internet
The internet is the obvious way of bringing this group of potential Gbiota club members
together however herein lies yet more problems to be overcome.
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We live in a society in which the overriding philosophy is one
of profits above all, this is at the heart of our current food
problem where industrial chemical farming is the easiest way
of bulk producing food to make profits, regardless of the
health consequences.
The internet is now totally saturated with gimmicks by highly
skilled, but manipulative advertising. It is virtually impossible to switch on the internet
without being bombarded by adverts making claims how this or that supplement will lead
to grossly exaggerated health benefits.
The internet marketing industry seems to as yet not cottoned on to the fact that most
intelligent consumers are over saturated with information and immediately recognise this
manipulative advertising and just move on.

The global pandemic
There are currently some eight billion people in the world, and we are in the middle of a
global pandemic which has a nasty habit of killing the people eating a diet which fails to
feed the guts while those with a healthy immune system (from serindipously eating gut
food) may not even be aware they are infected.
Even this is small fry compared with the chronic diseases of diabetes, obesity, heart
attacks and dementia which are all initiated by our body’s intelligent control system (which
is largely based in our guts) failing to properly manage our fat storage.
Every twelve second someone has a limb amputated from diabetes. Heart attacks are the
most common cause of death. Dementia may be a good source of jokes but is not funny
for the carers.
There are of course many successful companies marketing generic health food and
specialist companies offering pro-biotics in pill form.
The simplest, cheapest and most effective way of changing
gut composition is to breed the biology in the guts of the
multiple creatures that inhabit the soil, then grow the plants
to use the pathway from the soil to our guts and also provide
the pro-biotics then feed the biology by eating the plants which provide the pre-biotics.
The right plants grown in the appropriate way are by far the most effective and cheapest
pre and pro biotics.
The principal input in the process comes from recycling
waste, both food and other organic waste which otherwise
ends up in land fill which decompose into methane gas
aggravating climate change while simultaneously costing the
community money - another dimension to the story which
may lead to collaboration from Governments and the environment movement.
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This is not a simple project, it involves growers, transport companies to distribute produce
and collect waste, cafes, food hubs, environmental groups, Government departments,
medical services as well as the general public but with big rewards both financial and in
developing a sustainable community.
This is not some weird and wonderful new technology from
the lab, we can see it working in practise in the blue zones of
the world where people not only live into their nineties but
are health, fit and active into old age. Medical science has
done a great job in extending life span, but health span - the
length of time we are fit and active - has been steadily
decreasing. Health span starts from a healthy intelligent
control system of which the gut is a critical part.
I talk to many people about health and I have been totally surprised by the number of
people who are already well aware of the importance of gut biology and the need to eat
the right sort of food which enhances their gut biology.
The Gbiota club which is largely made up from amateur gardeners who want to grow gut
food for their own health. Among that group there are already a number who are looking
at setting up a business, they come to me for support on the technology of growing gut
food but not for business or marketing advice.

Pregnant technologies
Gbiota beds are a technology pregnant ready to give birth. Virtually all technologies go
through a state of being of being pregnant before exploding forth after birth. Sometimes
birth comes from a new enabling technology other times from a change in society.
Take the railways, engineers were experimenting and had
good engines but the cast iron rails were brittle and kept on
breaking, that was solved with the development of steel rails
- a technical advance. But the focus was on transporting
goods, then people realised that in comparison with the
horse drawn wagons they were incredibly fast and there was
a major opportunity in transporting people and with in a few
decades people could travel fast and conveniently across
the country.
Early home computers suffered from unreliable floppy discs and didn’t really catch on then the development of the hard drive and software made them useful and they became
part of the furniture, the same story for early mobile phones with the integration of multiple
technologies and my area of computer aided engineering with the development of easy to
understand computer graphics so people could actually understand the results on complex
calculations.
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Gbiota beds have been pregnant for a long time, are they now ready to give birth as a
result of a change in public thinking?

Pregnant for a very long time
It is well over twenty five years since I started to experiment and promote Wicking Beds.
The aim was simple - to save water with no loss beyond the root zone or evaporation from
the soil surface so virtually all the water went into the plants.
My thinking was focused by my time in Ethiopia looking for a way to provide sustenance
food in times of drought.
It turned out that with water being continuously available that they were far more
productive than conventional growing and they literally went viral and are now used by
home gardeners throughout the world. A surprising and interesting learning experience.
However in that time the world has changed, even more so with Covid.
Our food has changed dramatically. Production of energy food has increased dramatically
trebling over the last fifty years with the green revolution while the population has only
doubled, we are producing enough food to feed the entire world if it was distributed
equitably.
But while energy foods are now abundant our food is lacking essential micro nutrients
which are needed to replace our body parts

Understanding the importance of our gut health
We need to incorporate into our diet gut food, Gbiota food, full of the food our guts thrive
on - fibre, essential minerals and phytonutrients particularly what our bugs like even more
than ice cream - fibre. These come from the soil so we need a nutrient rich biologically
active soil.
OK you may say, I like the idea of eating health food but is it too expensive. 100% wrong.
The main input is waste food and organic material which is not only a waste product but
actually costs money to otherwise dispose of and pollutes our atmosphere.
Gbiota food increases our health span, lowers the risk of diabetes, obesity, heart attacks,
dementia improves our immune system and the chances of dying from the virus and is
actually cheaper.
So what is the snag? Gbiota food does not come from a supermarket in pretty boxes and
supported by a multi billion dollar advertising campaign it comes from a farm down the
road.
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The circular revolution and the Gbiota Club
Has the world gone crazy?
Just a few moments looking at any screen is enough to
make anyone think the world has gone crazy, whether its the
virus, autocratic Governments, the controllers of our mega
corporations putting profits ahead of public benefit, climate
change, the destruction of the planet, a food system which is
damaging our health it’s enough to make anyone wonder.
And those helpful individuals who point out how much worse
things were before, - two worlds wars, nuclear destruction,
the great depression, the Spanish flue - trying to make us think that things are not so bad,
make things even worse.
Yet the fact remains that we are the most successful creature on the planet and our
success comes from three simple causes.

First we are an intelligent creature, more than any other
creature - artificial intelligence may perform calculations
many times faster and remember more data than we can
even dream off but it still cannot develop new concepts like
us humans or even show common sense.

Secondly we are adaptable. We have spread over the
surface of the earth adapting to different conditions and
thrived. When we fail it is because we fail to adapt.
Climate change is not an intrinsic problem, there is enough
energy falling on a few square kilometre to provide all the
power we need - but we fail to adapt.
We are producing enough energy food to feed the entire
worlds population for years to come, we know we need food
to replace our body parts and our guts which work as part of our intelligent control system
which makes us overeat if it senses a deficiency - but we fail to adapt.
We are destroying our soils which are the essence of life - yet we fail to adapt.

Thirdly we are naturally a cooperative species. Put us
naked in a natural environment and we have little chance of
surviving let alone breeding, yet as a group we thrive.
Yet we often forget these three basic human characteristics
which make us so successful.
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We have been through many revolutions
We formed tribes when we came down from the trees, we created the agricultural
revolution, then the industrial revolution, next came the chemical and plastics revolution
and now we are in the data revolution.
Every revolution brought both benefits and negatives so now we enter the era of the next
revolution the circular revolution which is a fundamental shift from exploitation to recycling
and reusing finite resources.
That is what the Gbiota club is all about. We use our intelligence to develop technologies
to reuse food and organic waste and transform our soils into a highly productive system
full of nutrients and essential biology.
We adapt by saying that our food system should not be dominated by the profit motive but
should work for the benefit of out community.
And we cooperate, just one person putting their left over dinner is not going to save the
world, but by cooperating together we can reuse the vast amount of food we waste, we
can reuse the organic waste that ends up in land fill or our sewage system which inevitably
ends up in the sea.
It may not seem like a high tech revolution, compost worms, bacteria, mycorrhizal fungi,
sea weed have been around much longer than we humans but we are using our
intelligence, our ability to adapt and cooperate so our species will continue to thrive for
generations ahead. We adapt to the modern communication system to communicate and
share ideas and projects across the globe.
That is what the Gbiota club is all about.

The Basics
Cooperative community
The success of humans, as a species, is because we are naturally cooperative, but the
pressure for profits and power are overriding this natural cooperativeness. The Gbiota club
provides an environment where people can work and trade cooperatively together for the
benefit of the community.

Life span and health span
Continuing advances in medicine has increased average life
expectancy dramatically from the mid thirties to the late
eighties.
But this is average life span, there has always been some
people who have lived to a ripe old age the maxim length of
life has not really changed, what has changed is that the deaths of younger people,
particularly children under five, has dramatically been reduced, as we have increased our
skill in managing infection, accidents and food supply. Our average age at death has been
steadily increasing while maximum life expectancy has not really increased.
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All sounds good?
Well there is a snag.
As people get older they may not be so fit and healthy so
there is the concept of health span, how long we can expect
to be fit and healthy. And sadly this is getting shorter and
shorter with time. This is associated with a number of
chronic diseases the key ones are diabetes, obesity and its
related heart attacks and dementia. A key factor is how
much and where we store fat in our bodies.
We have become obsessed by calories but this never used to be the case. For millions of
years our ancestors never thought about diets and animals still don’t - our bodies naturally
self regulate - given half a chance.

Three functions of food
We need energy food - basically fats and sugars. The bulk
of the food we eat we simply burn off to provide us with
energy, both internally to support our body functions and
externally so we can do useful work.
But we also need food to replace our body parts as they
wear out. We are like the ancient axe which has had twenty
heads and fourteen handles but is still nominally the same
axe.
Everyone knows and understands about energy and
replacement foods - no issue.
What gets overlooked is that we also need to feed the
trillions of creatures that live in our guts. Our guts are part of the system which acts as an
intelligent control system regulating our appetite, what and how much we eat and where
and how much is stored as fat in our bodies.
Our guts have looked after us for millions of years without us even recognising there
existence, other than a few comments about gut feeling. The food we traditional ate was
full of the food that our gut biota needs so there was no need for us to even think about it.
It all just worked nicely.
Then we changed our diet to one dominated by energy food, and as a result changed out
gut biota which led to the current health epidemic.

Our gut biota
The trillions of cells in our guts communicate with each
other and our head brain sensing how our digestion is
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working and automatically take decisions on what we should be eating and how much
and where we should store fat in our bodies.
We have evolved over millions of years to have an intelligent control system to
manage our bodies.
But this does depend on our guts having the right biology which comes largely from
eating the right sort of food grown in nutrient rich biologically active soils.
Food with the right biology and a spectrum of minerals and fibre leads to a healthy gut
and our immune system which protects us.
We need to eat phytonutrients, trace minerals, complex chemicals and biology from
plants.
A diet too high in sugars and fats leads to an
unhealthy gut which sends out the wrong signals
which ends up with us overeating and becoming
fat. Food cravings!
This is not solved by simply cutting back on sugary
fatty foods, that may work short term but rarely
works long term. We need to eat food which leads
to a healthy gut so it sends out the right signals so
we don't overeat the wrong food.
If we have a healthy body and immune system we don't have to think about counting
calories in some special diet, we just have to follow the signals from our intelligent
controls system - our guts understand better than any diet based on measuring
calorie intake. It senses that when we walk twenty kilometres we need to eat a good
meal and if we have been stuck in an office we only need a tiny snack.
We simply need to follow our gut feelings.
And that works fine if we have a healthy gut which is sending out the right messages.
Sadly that is now not the case so we should ask why?

Changes in agriculture
Since the end of the second world war we have seen just
astonishing changes in agricultural systems world wide.
Explosive factories were converted to the production of
nitrogen fertilisers. The green revolution has led to dwarf
varieties which can handle much higher yields.
In round terms while the global population has doubled food
production of energy foods (cereals) has increased by a factor of three.
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We are producing enough energy food to feed expected world populations for many years
(if we were to distribute uniformly). This has been simply an amazing technological
revolution.
But there are buts.
The focus has been on energy food, not replacement food and certainly not food to feed
our guts, we are eating an unbalanced diet.
An even bigger ‘but’ is what we are doing to our soils. It is easy to measure mineral
content and we have historic data for comparison. The mineral content of our soils and
plants has virtually halved - and these minerals are what we need for replacement and gut
food.
But worse is what we are doing to our soil biology. Soil
biology, all those little creatures and worms are needed to
regenerate our soils. We are destroying our soil and the
experts calculate that we will have destroyed our soils within
sixty years.
We need beneficial biology to grow our food and to enhance
our gut biology.
We could be sitting in a Ferrari with our foot on the floor
heading for a brick wall.
While climate change receives considerable publicity the
damage to our soils is an even bigger problem. But they are
linked. Current farming is a major contributor to greenhouse
gases while regenerative farming is storing carbon in the soil.
Addressing this is a key aim of the Gbiota club.

Circular processing
The Gbiota club aims to practise circular processing or
recycling, this does not involve any expensive new
technology, worms, bacteria and fungi are natural recyclers.
It does however require the collection of materials for
recycling.
But surely all this is so obvious, why should we need the Gbiota club? It is a question of
the way our society has changed.
We must ask why we inflict so much damage on ourselves and our planet - and why we
seem to ignore the life of our grand kids - and their kids.
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From tribal to global capitalism
Evolution is not simply about the survival of the fittest, it is
about the ability to breed. All those years ago when we
came down from the safety of the trees we were faced with
seriously ferocious creatures which looked upon us as a
convenient meal - an early version of the drive in take away,
but for the ferocious beasts - we were on the menu.
But we survived because we learned to cooperate, throwing a barrage of stones at the
ferocious beast so they decided to try the take away down the track. We only survived and
breed by working cooperatively together as part of a tribe.
It is part of human nature to cooperate for the benefit of the community. It is what makes
us human and the most successful creature on the planet.

Economic rationalism
The Gbiota club is not some anti progress anti technology club. But technology must be for
the benefit of the community as a whole - not just the few.
We now live in the era of economic rationalism which says that the role of companies is to
maximise profits for their shareholders regardless of the community. In food production we
do this by industrial chemical farming producing sugary fatty foods processed to be both
convenient and tasty.
And they sell like hot cakes - literally.

The Gbiota club - a cooperative group
Growing enough food at home for one person or family to be self sufficient may be an
appealing concept but it is not practical to produce the variety of foods necessary for a
healthy diet.
So we need a forum where we can exchange ideas, food and trade with each other,
ensuring all members of the community receive a fair value whether they are buying or
selling or just working together.
Whether we like it or not we live in the modern technological age but we need to make
sure that the technology works for the benefit of the community overall.
The internet is one of the most powerful tools of the modern era, it is also the technology
most exploited. We must use if for the benefit of our community.
www.gbiota.com is a membership website where people can share technology and ideas.
www.pickandeat.shop provides an easy mechanism for fair trading.
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Action not words
This is what we think - but the aim of the club is not just to think but to take action.
The first step is to learn how to grow plants that will lead to the beneficial gut bugs.
We have been doing this for over many years and have accumulated significant
expertise and technology. This is shared under the Creative Commons system.

Club members
Home growers
Some members of the club just want to grow Gbiota food in their own garden for their
own use and while benefiting from the technology. Even it they are not actively
participating in the club they are valuable members of the club by demonstrating the
importance of gut health and spreading the message.
Spreading the word about the importance of soil and gut health is the most important
role for every club member.

Commercial growers
But not everyone has the time, land and expertise to grow their own food. So we
encourage members to set up micro farms to grow food for local people. Fortunately
growing Gbiota food is very productive so significant food can be grown in a small
area so it is possible for people to run a viable micro-farm within or close to a city.
But one of the issues facing all club members is that their is a massive food industry
selling sugary fatty foods which they spend billions of dollars advertising it as healthy.
So it is important that people know that the Gbiota food grown for sale has followed
defined procedures. One aim of the club is to describe the procedures for growing
Gbiota food so people buying this food can be assured that this is grown according to
procedures.
These procedures include adding essential nutrients and trace minerals to the soil,
allowing beneficial biology to propagate in the soil which in reality means recycling
waste organic material.
The Gbiota club does not manufacture or sell any products, but we negotiate with
companies that produce products, such as minerals, biology and worms so club
members can buy these essential materials with an assurance of quality and at
competitive prices.
Group buying is a key part of the Gbiota club, not simply because of lower prices (but
it certainly helps to reduce transport costs which can be a significant part of the cost)
but because group buying leads to better quality control.
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Growers offering Gbiota food are expected to use key products, like minerals, so their
customers are assured the essential minerals and biology are in the food.

Suppliers
Club members need to buy a range of products, minerals, biology, seeds, Vermicast,
seaweed and soils etc.
The club aims to establish equitable relationships with suppliers, so we receive
products of the needed quality at reasonable prices, with the emphasis on quality
rather than bulk buying at discount.

Gbiota cafes
While some club members are happy to buy Gbiota
food from the Gbiota growers and cook themselves
there are other club members who want to buy
prepared Gbiota food so another group of members are
the cafes and restaurants who want to offer Gbiota
food.
Cafes are also part of our social structure, eating
communally and just talking is part of being human.

Quality assurance
Gbiota™ is a registered name and anyone offering Gbiota food for sale can use the
name but so the customer has an assurance of quality they must ensure they are
using the correct procedures.
The club has the web site www.gbiota.com which is essential a technical resource
with a combination of basic posts with some more in depths articles.
We also have a Facebook page 'Gbiota Club' to share information and we are
establishing a web site www.pickandeat.shop where club members can display their
products and people can buy directly with assurance.

Social movement
The club is primarily a social movement rather that being focused on profits, which is the
basic reason why modern food is so unhealthy.
But the club has to survive as a viable organisation.
Membership of the club is free, there are no joining or annual subscriptions and we try
and answer any technical questions on growing for free but there are small
commissions on some sales made through the www.pickandeat.shop web site to
contribute to the cost of running the web and the development of technology and
support of members all of which are otherwise free.
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Local growers
I am actively encouraging and trying to help people to set up
local farms to provide food to enhance gut health, by
growing Gbiota food. Why do I do this?
Let me tell you a little story. Our hero Bill Smith has a girl
friend Mary Jones. They order on line a box of good South
Australian wines and which well leads to ……. I am sure you can guess what I mean.
They have their routine medical check up and it turns out that they are to become mummy
and daddy but Bill has a high cholesterol level while Mary has a low blood iron which is not
good for a mummy to be.
They hop on line and find that linseed plants are very high in
omega 3 which is important for managing cholesterol while
cress is equally good for iron. So they go to the web page of
their local cafe and order linseed and cress smoothies
followed by green veggie pancakes for breakfast.
The cafe now hops on line finds a couple of growers with
one grower supplying the linseed while the other supplies
the cress. The software automatically notifies the transport
company for an early morning pick up when the growers are
already waiting for them with the vegetables just picked that
morning.
In the morning Bill and Mary go out to pick up a couple of
electric scooters which they see from their mobile app is just
around the corner, they pay with their mobile phone and
within minutes they are eating their smoothies and pancakes made from ingredients
picked less than an hour ago.
But while they were enjoying there breakfast they received a text message saying they
had been in contact with a known Corona virus carrier and they needed to go for testing
straight away and must self isolate until the results are known.
A twist to the story is that Hamish McGregor, a minister in
the Government was giving a speech about the economic
cost of the virus and how we needed to get production
growing so we could be growing the economy again and the
need to have a balance between economic growth, peoples
health and the environment which is just a euphemism for
saying that it is all about economic growth.
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But there is still one more twist, Jing Li a Taiwanese
business man was pouring over catalogues trying to work
out which of the private jets he should buy. He could well
afford it. He is a major supplier of all the electric scooters,
mobile phones and high tech communication which are part
of modern society.
He employed ten thousand people in his mega factory,
mainly rural workers from Bangladesh who lived in the
factory compound. They were paid a pittance and he had
forced him to erect a safety net to reduce the death rate from
his workers leaping from the top of his multi story factory as
their mental health collapsed from the long working hours.
He wasn’t happy about that - all those safety nets cost him
$24,000 and spoilt the look of his factory.
So lets say bye bye to story time and get back to the real world and why and how I am
trying to encourage and assist local growers.
What has changed? For years I have really been quite happy creating my web sites,
writing blogs and offering email support to help keen gardeners set up Wicking and Gbiota
beds. The reason is simple - our guts are part of an intelligent control system which
manages our appetite, how much and what we eat, and if we don’t feed out guts the food
they need then this increases the risk of diabetes, overweight, heart attacks and dementia
all non-infectious diseases.
Then along comes the Corona virus together with the threat
of more novel viruses to come. The actual number of people
who die from these infectious disease is actually quite small
in comparison with the deaths and particularly the reduced
health span from the non-infectious diseases but it has
thrown the whole world into near chaos. Having a strong
immune system suddenly seems a lot more important and
70% of our immune system lives in our guts.
So it seemed that it was time to give my eighty year old body, which is fortunately still fit
and healthy, a big shake up and say to it you need to get out there and do what you can to
make gut food widely and affordable so everyone can have ready access.
So I have formed a cooperative arrangements with companies offering financial advice,
business plans and e-commerce promotion. This has to be a team effort.
Learning how to grow food to enhance our gut health is what I do, but I can’t feed the
world by myself so I have to help and encourage younger and fitter people to provide
Gbiota food and earn a fair and just living at the same time.
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The technology is straight forward, collect waste food and other clean organic material, set
up beds, add worm eggs, minerals, mycorrhizal fungi and other beneficial biology and
maintain moisture levels and this will produce a highly productive Vermicast which will
grow fruit and vegetables which are highly nutritious and with the mycorrhizal fungi
transferring beneficial biology to the plants and hence our guts.
Any competent grower can do this and I am here to help with
the technology. But that is not enough, growers need a
market so there is a need for umbrella marketing to create
pubic awareness, distribution systems which are economic
and effective, cafes where people can buy prepared meals
and an internet system where people can order on line and
automatically pay the growers, transport companies, food
hubs, cafes which form an integral part of this system and
there is also the need for financial advisers to ensure that
the system works effectively and all people receive just
rewards for their efforts.
Actually the basic technology already is already pretty much working in the blue zones of
the world where people are fit and healthy to a ripe old age. We can study these societies
and learn how to apply the lessons to our modern age which we would have to call the age
of innovation.
But let’s talk about this age of innovation we all live in - whether we like it or not. Now I am
as guilty as anyone in creating this age of innovation, I was a pioneer in the early days of
computing, developing CAE computer aided engineering and my company grew from my
back bedroom to become the leading exporter of technical software from Australia, a multi
national multi million dollar company. For this I was selected by the Institute of Engineers
as one of the top one hundred innovators in Australia, largely I think because they had not
realised the pile of unsuccessful innovations before I got one right. But failures are part of
life for an innovator.
But let us go back to Hamish McGregor our GNP fixated politician. What he fails to
understand is the enormous increase in productivity that the age of innovation has created.
With the aid of automation and artificial intelligence we can
make products (had they even existed) back then in
seconds, with hardly any manual input products which
previously would have taken hours of manual labour.
The problem we face in the age of innovation is not our
ability to produce goods but the environmental cost and depletion of the raw materials.
And now it is time to have a further peek into Jing Li, sitting on top of the innovation
pyramid. He represents the dark side of innovation. There is no doubt that innovation has
just bought enormous benefits to some people but the dark side actually started in
Chicago with the economic rationalist who have promoted the view that companies
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responsibility is to maximise profits for their share holders. The theory is that an open and
free market will ensure the consumers and workers will receive just benefits.
In an age of open competition that may have been true - in the innovation age that is
decidedly not true, there is no open and even competition in the age of innovation. There
is no English word which describes it accurately, it is not literally a monopoly more a form
of market domination which comes with those who control the innovations.
This is the world of Jing Li and his equivalents who have
control much of the worlds wealth and it has to be said, with
all their wealth, often the political process itself. This
coupling of marker domination with innovation and the
Chicago philosophy of profit above social responsibility is the
root cause of much of our chronic health problems and the
reduction in our health span which all stem back to the food
we eat.
I am a successful innovator, yes I still go round op shops with my wife looking for a bargain
but strictly I don’t need to. But I believe that as a successful innovator that innovation
should benefit the community as a whole, not just a few fortunate people. The benefits of
innovation should be shared by all humanity not just a few, our success as a creature
comes from the way we cooperate.
And that is why I am willing to put my time in encouraging growers, their suppliers, the
cafes and food hubs and my fellow humans in creating a food system which increases our
health span and gives us a stronger immune system to fight the pandemics as they pop
out of the wood work.

Running a successful Gbiota business
Introduction
The Gbiota club wants farmers to grow affordable Gbiota food, but they must be able to
run a viable business. This article looks at how to run a successful and viable business.
Business survive by understanding the market place and how it works so let’s start in the
Supermarket.

Visit to the super market
Everybody goes to the supermarket to buy something,
toothpaste, shampoo or whatever, walking around the
supermarket is is just so easy to pick up a bag of potatoes or
cabbage, throw it in the trolley and pay with all the other
stuff. This is the default way of buying groceries so why
would anyone do anything different - they have to have a
good reason.
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If a local grower want to sell they have to have a seriously good reason why the customer
should buy from them rather than the supermarket.
Let’s talk about potatoes. Those in the super market will be
grown in some mega farm, full of giant machinery and
automated processing. Jobs that just can’t be automated
will probably be done some backpacker, paid cents on hour
and living in some grotty barn on the farm.
If you are thinking about competing with the supermarket in
selling potatoes think again, this is the quickest way of going
broke. You know the old joke about god being on the side of
big armies, well the same rules applies to big companies
and big farms.
But any smart general looks at the enemy and looks for any
weakness and he has an advantage that he can exploit. Going head to head with a big
bully may be brave but it is also stupid.
So what can a small grower do that a big one can’t.

I am ancient
Now I am ancient, I can’t remember the Egyptians building the pyramids or even the
Roman empire but I can remember the war.
Almost everyone ripped up their lawns to grow vegetables
and keep chooks. They called them Victory gardens which
shows that clever advertising people have been disguising
the truth for a long time. They were was not much in the
way of Victory, people were close to starving, my friend Mr.
Google seems to think that 40% of the food was produced
by these Victory gardens.
It was only when some smart guys and ladies found a way of
cracking the submarine codes that there was even a smell of
Victory.
Why do I go on about this? Because I learned something
about potatoes. Potatoes, cabbage, pumpkins are great
things to grow in tough times because they keep.
Now my dad, who I didn’t meet until after the war must have
been a frustrated civil engineer because he built an air raid
shelter to withstand an atomic blast. And it was filled with
sacks of potatoes, which we snuggled into when the raids
were on. In the unlikely event of the shelter getting a direct
hit I am sure we would have survived with the protection of
all those potatoes.
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Now this story has a point because when it was harvest time
we dug up the potatoes, all the big ones went into the sack
for storage. But among the big ones there were lots of tiny
ones that hadn’t grown yet.
Now a diet of potatoes, cabbage and eggs (and very rarely
an actual chicken) is really pretty tasteless and boring. But
when these tiny potatoes were boiled they tasted nothing like the normal potatoes, they
were simply delicious. And the same with the peas, pick them straight of the plant, rip
open the shell and yum what a treat (until mum copped us).

Niche markets
So what is the point I am making. The food industry is a
massive multi trillion dollar industry, it employs some of the
best brains available both for production and manipulative
marketing, it has all this power, money and technology at its
disposal. We - Gbiota club members would be mad to go
head to head against such power.
We have to look at what they do well and avoid going head
to head and look at where they are weak and find a niche for ourselves. We are never
going to replace the mass production of food and the Supermarket system but we can
make a good living out of what it cannot readily do.
So what can we do that they cant?

People
Look at all those vegetables in super market, the certainly look very nice but there is no
way of knowing the who, where, how, and what of the growing process.
How much selenium and iodine is in those nice looking vegetable? There is simple no way
of telling.
The Gbiota club is a social organisation, you know who grew
your food, how do they manage their soils, do they use toxic
sprays or do they use integrated pest management, what
nutrients to they use, do they blow up their plants with
synthetic nitrogen fertilisers or do they add a balance of
minerals to the soil together with the biology and mycorrhizal
fungi to make these nutrients available.
Now I will admit that of the eight billion people on earth there may well be six billion people
who just wont care, but that still leaves two billion people who do care and these are the
people who make our potential market. May be only a fraction of the worlds population but
still an awful lot of people - more that the entire population of China.
That is what Niche marketing is all about.
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As a club we can communicate with each other, you can
choose a grower from our web pages and make contact with
him on a person to person basis - may be electronically may
be in person. Many growers are running a nice business by
having people visit their farms and pick their own food
themselves.
This is a powerful advantage over the supermarket system.
There are people who hate the competitive system with it
barrage of pop ups, special offers, buy now, limited offer,
three for the price of two, gaudy plastic packaging and all
that hype.
They want to live in a cooperative society, they understand
that grower should receive a reasonable return for their effort
and are prepared to pay a fair price for a fair product. They have a feel for an equitable
society that is not obsessed with profits and growth above everything and the are
concerned about this focus on profits is damaging the earth we live on threatening our
lives, our grandchildren and their grandchildren.
These are the people we want to attract to the Gbiota club.

Types of food
The supermarket system is just amazingly efficient at
providing energy food, sugars, fats carbohydrates grown in
mega farms. There is absolutely no way the Gbiota club can
compete with the supermarket system in providing energy
foods. So forget about growing regular potatoes.
We need much smaller amount of more complex food to
replace the bits of our bodies as they wear or are used up.
The supermarkets don’t do such a good job here, there is
certainly plenty of regular protein available on those shelves
but they are often lacking in the essential trace minerals and
phytonutrients.
This is not big issue with the public at present but there will
probably come a time when there is widespread recognition
of the need for these trace minerals. There is certainly a window of opportunity for the
club here but we would have to recognise that if it became a public issue that the
supermarket would have access to the technology to provide and market these.
The third class of food is not for our bodies at all, it is to provide and feed the biology in our
guts our Gbiota which is what the club is all about and is where we have some major
advantages.
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The production of Gut food is intrinsically more suited to
small scale production - it is just not the sort of technology
that lends itself to mass production. But if the supermarkets
decided this is what they wanted to do there is no doubt they
could acquire the technology, there is no monopoly on
technology.
But there is one obstacle that would be a major difficulty for them and that is distribution.

How the Gbiota club can win the distribution battle
The supermarkets are based on the hub and spoke system.
They contract with large growers, who may be hundreds of
kilometres away, to grow food to a tight specification. This is
then shipped to warehouses which in turn distributes this to
the various stores.
I live in Bundaberg which is a major food growing area, food
is transported to be warehoused in Brisbane then
redistributed, including to my local supermarket stores.
And this is not just limited to supermarkets, local green
grocers buy from the Brisbane wholesale market.
OK you may say there is still the farmers markets. True there are some genuine farmers
markets but the regular food stalls in most markets are not growers at all but buy their food
in the wholesale markets.
In all case the food is grown on spec, delivered to the supermarkets on spec hoping
someone will buy it. If they don’t they try and sell of cheap and then it is scraped. 40% of
food grown end up wasted.
Now you are probably thinking that I am talking about food miles, and of course that is a
factor, but there is an even more important factor - time.

The time war
Both of our major supermarkets are going full bore on internet shopping with multi million
dollars warehouses full of the latest artificial intelligence robots happily picking items of the
shelves and popping them into boxes then into the fleet of waiting delivery vans.
Very impressive! But This is still an automated version of their classic hub and spoke system. They still have all
those food miles but that is not the real issue. That is time from picking to delivery which is
inherently long in a hub and spoke system.
There is a lot of emotion about genetically modified foods, the main development target
has been to increase the shelf life of degradable produce.
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Fresh is more than not going rotten
Fresh to the supermarkets means there is no sign of it going rotten, fresh to me means
that it is picked and eaten within hours.
That’s why I told the story about those young potatoes. All plants have a mechanism for
stopping them going rotten while they are growing (just like us) but as soon as they are
picked the life support biology is replaced by the decomposition process (just like us when
we die).
And that beneficial biology which stops the plant going rotten while it is still living is the
same biology that we want in our guts.
Super market often try and resolve this timing problem by picking before the plants are
mature and using ethylene ripening chambers as needed. Sun ripened fruits and plants
are just plain better.
It is simple - the quicker the better.
And that gives the Gbiota club a major advantage. Our system and software is based on a
totally different system to the hub and spoke system of the supermarkets.

Circular v hub and spoke
First the buying member of the club can order before the
plants are harvested (they may even be offered a substantial
discount if they order well before). They can place their
order while the crops are still in the ground to be harvested
at a certain time. The farmer picks to fill the order and a
delivery van comes around to pick and deliver within hours
of harvesting.
This is a major advantage when selling Gbiota food.
But there is a further advantage that the growers only
harvest when there is an order, this is a far more efficient
system than harvesting on spec and hoping someone comes to your store to buy.
This is an incredibly wasteful system, it is estimated that some 40% of food grown on farm
is not actually eaten but ends up as landfill. Good food polluting the atmosphere - what a
shame.
We call ours the circular system because the delivery vans goes round in multiple small
circles collecting and delivering food.
This is intrinsically a faster and cheaper way of getting food from the farm to the customer,
food is delivered within hours of being harvested so it is genuinely fresh (as opposed to the
supermarket version of fresh) and it avoids much of the food waste as food is only
harvested to order.
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This is a major advantage the Gbiota club over the supermarket system. It is a totally
different (and better) version of the buying on line offered by the supermarkets.

What an earth plant is that
The Gbiota club has yet one more advantage. There are
literally thousand of edible plants and herbs on the planet. I
have been collecting a list when I come across one which I
put into a file to sort our when I get a round tuit (around to it).
It is just mind boggling. My computer has a decided list to
the right with the weight of all those names.
Within the Gbiota club there is an enormous knowledge of
these special plants which will never be found in a
supermarket. But is it easy for a member to contact local
growers and ask them to grow their favourite or potential
favourite plants.
ps these picture are of the place mats we give to cafes so
they can learn about the Gbiota club - this is a way of
educating the public about the Gbiota club and its activities.

What I have just said
The traditional food industry has the major advantages of power, money, willingness to
adopt manipulative and deceptive advertising, convenience and encumbrance.
The Gbiota club simply cannot compete head to head with this power.
But we have certain advantages which can create a niche operation. These key
advantages are
- it is a cooperative movements rather than competitive with authenticity and with a
concern for each other and the environment
- the specialist ability to grow food to enhance our gut biology
- the ability to buy plants before harvest and deliver within hours of harvesting
-the ability to pool knowledge and provide a variety of specialist plants and herbs with
specific benefits
All sounds good but it is one thing to promote good ideas - it is another to turn them into
reality.
It is fine to have good intentions but the system must also be economically viable.

Making it happen
I guess we have all heard the phrase united we stand together we fail.
No where is this more true than with the Gbiota club.
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It simply does not work to have one consumer, buying from one grower with one driver and
one cafe. There is a certain size threshold we have to reach to make this economically
viable.
Lets look what is needed to make this economically viable.
Gbiota beds, based on recycled organic waste with minerals and worms are highly
productive so only a small area can grow a lot of food, even a backyard grower can
produce enough food to feed several families.
But growers tend to specialise, one grower will specialise in tomatoes, another hazel nuts,
another in child greens. To get the variety we need several growers, as yet we don’t
accurately know the numbers so lets us say we need 5 growers produce a variety of crops.
Now cafes offer a unique role in the Gbiota club as they allow people to try Gbiota food
and test for themselves that it really does help their health (easily measured by the
reduction in food cravings).
Now let us say that each grower can produce enough food to meet the demands of 5 cafes
so that means we need 25 cafe to join the club.
Each of those cafes will want to serve say twenty people a day so that means these cafes
could service some 500 people who want to eat Gbiota food. Some of these cafe will also
act as food hubs where customers can collect either take away or food bags so the
numbers may be much higher.
We would also need at least one transporter, preferably two so they can have a day off.
These numbers are the minimum to achieve economic viability but are still trivial in
comparison with the number of people who want to increase their health span, this is
under 1% of the population of the town where I live (Bundaberg) and 0.1% of any of our
major cities.
This is eminently doable and would once established would grow organically into a major
movement, the question is how to get the boulder rolling down the mountain - difficult to
get rolling but unstoppable when it has started.
It is simply a question of starting the seed cluster and they will grow.

Does if work - the money bit
My aim is to persuade home growers and tree changers there is a viable and economic
business in growing Gbiota food. I can’t so this without showing that this can actually
make money for the growers. We need more case histories and data which we will
accumulate over time but here is a snapshot of what I see right now.
The most effective (and profitable) method is tipping, where the tips of young plants are
harvested on a regular basis until the plant becomes too old and the leaves get tough and/
or bitter.
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These leaves can be used to make green smoothies, particularly for sale in cafes where a
green smoothie may sell for around $5.
By the time the cafe and the transport company have taken their cut the grower will
receive about $1.50.
Leaves are typically harvested twice a week and on my block I am growing enough tips to
make one smoothie per day from 1 square metre. In other words I could be earning $1.50
per day per square metre per day - at the peak of production.
However I have to wait a couple of weeks from seeding before there is any production.
The length of time I can harvest depends very much on the plants, I have alfalfa in
production since I first started which is a long time back, on the other side I use radish
micro-greens which are the fastest growing plant I know but after about four weeks they
become bitter.
At this point I have to decide whether to just pull them up and reseed or let them go to
seed which even for radish take take a couple of months. Seed are expensive so there is
great pressure to grow my own seeds. In practise I don’t need to let all the plants go to
seed - just enough to supply me with seeds for the next crop.
Also soil is produced by plants feeding sugars to the soil microbiology buy exuding from
the roots. Just growing very young plants puts a strain on the soil so I will need to grow a
cover crop to rebuild the soil.
This means my time at peak production is only a proportion of the total time so I may end
up only earning 50cents per day per square metre or $3.5 per week.
If I am a home gardener I may be able to fit a 100 metre square block into my back garden
(and still leave a bit of grass for the kids to play on).
So I may be generating some $350 per week but by the time I have paid all the expenses,
seeds, collection of waste organic material, minerals etc I may be able to clear $200 per
week. Not bad if this is just a paying hobby which you enjoy anyway. But not enough to
live on.
Now let say I buy an outer city block of about a hectare. With a house and sheds and all
that stuff I may end up with 5,000 square metres of productive land.
This is fifty times the area of the hobby grower and the whole economic change. For a
start there is the market demand. The hobby grower is producing a premium value
product - but limited supply - enough to make some fifty smoothies a day. If our hobby
grower has a friend running a local cafe or two they will easily serve that number of
smoothies.
Our micro farmer, even though minute in comparison with the mega farms supplying the
supermarket has the potential to produce fifty time the amount.
In a city the size of Brisbane with a population of 2.3 million there will be an adequate
demand when the importance of feeding our gut biology is widely understood. There is
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obviously the potential there for thousands of smoothies per day - but we are not there yet,
we are right at the beginning of this project.
So our micro farmer may need to look at lower premium products than tips. Certainly not
the commodity vegetables like potatoes and cabbage, there is no money in that, but
certainly the speciality plants (like in my mega list I have been accumulating), herbs and
similar premium plants.
Also a micro farmer hoping to generate a living must consider the seasons. In Bundaberg
our peak growing season is in the winter, in the summer is to just to hot for many plants
and we have to share with the grass hoppers and other pests. In colder Melbourne the
season may be different but there is still only a finite growing season.
Revising our calculation for all these factors means that a more real number may be just
$50 per square metre per year. With 5,000 square metres this means a revenue of
$250,000 per year however the difference is that hobby farm is just a hobby the micro
farmer is a business.
Whereas the hobby farmer may be happy to spend an hour a day in the garden that blows
up to fifty hours a day for the micro farmer. I am the only idiot on this earth that works fifty
hours a day so the micro farmer is going to have to invest in labour saving machinery and
probably employ someone (starting with husbands, wives and children).
With all these factors that $250,000 annual revenue will reduce to $100,000 and with fire,
floods and drought that will not be assured every year.
Providing these realities are fully appreciated this can still be a viable and profitable
business with the satisfaction of running an ethical and honest business in a sea of
dishonesty and deception, so let me finish with a final comment on that subject.

Living in the digital age
Every innovation has disrupted society, agriculture disrupted
the hunter gathers by monopolising the land for the benefit
of a few. The steam engine disputed the cottage workers
with factory production, the car created the modern city with
its sprawling suburbs, the plane led to globalisation with the
exploitation of developing countries for the wealth of a few,
the digital age enabled mass communication and the sharing
of knowledge but has completely upset the power balance with a handful of mega
corporations becoming dominant operates often above local Governments.
Now I may have a believe (as a successful innovator) that
innovations should benefit the community as a whole and
not create a Neo-monopoly to make a few very rich but that
is just my personal view but I don’t have to worry innovations
spread like a virus (good ones this time).
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We have the technologies of the web, e-commerce and social media available to us. That
is why I have my Gbiota web and social media sites.
The word is out there for all to see and use (I follow the principles of Creative Commons)
it is just a question of other people picking up the baton and making it happen.
So join the Gbiota club and change the world for the better.
Just email me colinaustin@bigpond.com
Yes I am a real person not a machine that makes you fill in endless forms.
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